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Structural Analyses of Two Historic
Covered Wooden Bridges

Dylan M. Lamar, M.ASCE,1 and Benjamin W. Schafer, M.ASCE2

Abstract: Structural analyses were conducted of two covered wooden bridges still in use in the Summer of 2002. The Pine Gro
and Brown Bridge represent the 19th century truss forms of the Burr-arch truss and the Town-lattice truss, respectively. In the
truss, the arch is shown to be dominant in carrying the dead load of the bridge, while the truss, following simple beam behavior
provides resistance against concentrated live loads. The use of camber and a common retrofit of steel ties are found to have va
The Town-lattice truss is found to follow simple beam behavior with stress concentrations at the supports. Studies are co
highlight the sizing and placement of the chords, the behavior and advantages of bolster beams, and the sizing and placement
members. It is hoped that this study may aid those wishing to better understand these bridges’ historic significance and demo
modern engineering analysis may aid our understanding of historic bridges.
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Introduction

The quaint beauty of our nation’s covered wooden bridges
seldom gone unnoticed. However, beyond their aesthetic be
in these structures we can also find beauty in their engine
prowess. By studying the timber truss designs of the early
century, we can gain a greater understanding of the rich eng
ing heritage of the United States. This study focuses specifi
on two covered wooden bridges typical of the 19th century.
first, Pine Grove Bridge(Fig. 1), is an 1884 Burr-arch–truss stru
ture located on the Chester and Lancaster county line in s
eastern Pennsylvania. The second, Brown Bridge(Fig. 2), was
constructed in 1880 of the Town-lattice truss, and is locate
Rutland County in south central Vermont. These bridges
studied by the writers as part of a larger National Park Se
program through the Historic American Engineering Rec
(HAER) that is examining and documenting significant cove
wooden bridges in the United States(HAER 2003a,b).

The development of wooden-truss bridges in the United S
began in the late 18th century. The first design to achieve w
spread popularity was the arch-truss patented by Theodore B
1817. Soon after, in 1820, Ithiel Town patented his lattice tr
Truss development continued with the patents of Long and H
in 1830 and 1840, respectively; however, both the Burr- and
Town-truss forms gained widespread acceptance and were
utilized until the abatement of timber bridges in the early 2
century(James 1982).
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Although the specifics of the original design of the Pine G
and Brown bridges are not known, both Elias McMellen
Nichols Powers, the builders of the Pine Grove and Br
bridges, respectively, were experienced timber bridge buil
Further historical details can be found in the HAER docum
(2003a,b). The analysis of the Pine Grove Bridge contai
herein demonstrates the dominance of the arch, but neces
the truss, in the Burr-arch–truss design. Further, the role of
ber and retrofits, such as steel tie rods, are specifically exam
Work on the Brown Bridge shows generally anticipated beha
but also subtleties in chord sizing that suggest the builder’s(Pow-
ers) significant understanding of the bridge’s behavior. Fur
explicit examinations of features of the Town lattice demons
the importance of the bolster beams and explore the neces
the secondary chords and lattice members.

Structural Analyses

To examine the structural behavior of these bridges, planar
els of the trusses are generated and analyzed assuming
elastic behavior(McGuire et al. 1999). The bridge dimensions a
based upon centerlines of the members measured directly
the bridges in the Summer of 2002[see HAER documents f
dimensions(2003a,b)]. As modeled, the clear span of the Bu
arch truss is 27.4 m(90 ft) and the Town-lattice-truss is 31.1
(102 ft).

For the Burr-arch truss, the modulus of elasticity is estim
at 8,274 MPa(1,200 ksi) based on the suspected wood specie
Eastern hemlock or Eastern white pine. For the Town-lattice t
the modulus of elasticity is estimated at 9,653 MPa(1,400 ksi)
based on the suspected wood species of Eastern spruce[FPL
1999]. Dead loads have been approximated by measuring lu
dimensions on site, including truss members, roofing, siding
These volumes have then been multiplied by a unit weigh
561 kg/m3(35 pcf) and the loads placed at joints in a manner
approximates the actual loading distribution. Since wood

highly variable material, selections for elasticity and unit weight

IDGE ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2004 / 623
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values are only approximate. Exact treatment of the random
ture of these variables is desirable, but beyond the scope o
work. The structural analyses presented herein do not attem
model connection specifics beyond considering them appr
ately pinned or fixed. The local details of timber connecti
whether it be trunnels, scarf joints, etc., are not treated in det
thus, the analysis presented reflects the overall behavior an
cuses on member, not connection, performance. Howeve
writers believe that the basic behavior of these trusses an
magnitudes of the stresses found are accurate for purpos
understanding and appreciating their structural behavior.

Burr-Arch Truss

The model and labeling system of the Burr-arch truss is show
Fig. 3. The supports of the truss are modeled as pinned at th
end and roller supported at the right end. The arch is pinn

Fig. 1. Photograph of Pine Grove Bridge

Fig. 2. Photograph of Brown Bridge
624 / JOURNAL OF BRIDGE ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER/DECEM
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both ends. Although the Pine Grove Bridge is a two-span br
we have assumed each span is independent of the other
specifics of the construction details; thus only one typical sp
modeled. While an earlier analysis of a typical Burr-arch t
carried the braces to the corners where the posts and chord
(Kemp and Hall 1975), the Pine Grove Bridge has a substan
gap between these joints. Therefore, the braces were termina
intersections within the posts before reaching the chords(though
the post is modeled as continuous through this point). This mod-
eling detail more accurately reflects the local moment and
demands placed on the truss verticals.

Two models of the connections in the Burr-arch truss w
developed: Flexible and rigid. The flexible model assumes
connections at the ends of the braces and the ends of the
The chords and arch are continuous and all other joints ar
sumed fixed. The rigid connection model assumes all joints
perfectly fixed. Actual bridge behavior is expected to be clos
the flexible connection model than the rigid model.

Live loading of the Burr-arch truss is modeled as a 44 kN(10
k) concentrated load divided between the two trusses. The
mum weight limit of covered wooden bridges in Lanca
County, Pa., 44 kN(10 k), where the selected truss is located.
load is first applied at midspan of the lower chord and then a
approximate quarter point of the truss(two panel points from th
end). To examine the structural behavior of the Burr-arch tr
the truss and arch components are first analyzed separate
lowed by an analysis of the combined system.

Burr-Arch Truss: Truss-Only Model

A common manner of conceptualizing the “global” structural
havior of a truss is to imagine an analogous beam. The cho
a truss typically mirror the moment distribution of the beam,
the braces and posts typically follow the shear distribu

Fig. 3. Centerline model and labeling system of the Burr-arch t

Fig. 4. Axial forces of the truss of the Burr-arch truss due to th
loading conditions
BER 2004
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Shown in Fig. 4 are the axial force diagrams of the truss com
nents of the Burr-arch truss under three loading conditions:
load, midspan live load, and quarter point live load. Follow
this, in Fig. 5, the shear and moment diagrams of a simple b
under similar loading conditions are provided. As seen in Fi
under uniform dead load, the top chord acts in compres
(graphs below the element correspond to compression), and the
bottom chord acts in tension(graphs above the element cor
spond to tension). The braces are in compression, and the p
are in tension(for vertical elements, left is tension, right is co
pression). Comparing with Fig. 5, chord forces of the truss rep
sent the global moment of the truss, and are greatest whe
beam’s moment is greatest. The brace and post forces of the
represent the global shear of the truss, and are proportional
beam’s shear diagrams. Note, however, that the last post(above
the diagonal) and the end of the top chord have no axial fo
thus they do not exhibit the global beam behavior. At this p
the reader is explicitly reminded that the global shear dem
generated from the beam analogy(Fig. 5) should not be confuse
with the local member shear force of Fig. 6.

Table 1 contains the maximum stress values and deflec
for the truss under the analyzed loading conditions. The str
listed in this and all following tables consider the extreme fibe
the member and include the effects of moment. For compar
the strength properties of the suspected wood species of the
are provided in Table 2. The National Design Specification(NDS)

Table 1. Maximum Stresses and Deflections of the Truss

Parameters Dead load
M
liv

Maximum compressive stress[kPaspsid]
Location

−8,322s−1207d
Post 6a

−1,04
P

Maximum tensile stress[kPaspsid]
Location

7,157(1,038)
Post 5

98
P

Maximum deflection[cm (in.)]
Location

2.44 (0.96)
Midspan

0.4
M

Note: Stresses consider the extreme fiber of the member and inclu
aStresses occur only below intersection of last diagonal to Post 6(see F

Fig. 5. Shear and moment diagrams of a simple beam under
loading conditions

Table 2. Maximum Strengths of Suspect Wood Species

NDS maximum allow

Wood species Compression,i fkPaspsidg Shear,i fkPa

Eastern hemlockfkPaspsidg −6,900s−1,000d 550 (80

Eastern white pinefkPaspsidg −5,000s−725d 450 (65

Note: “i ”5Property strength parallel to the wood grain(shear stren
NDS5National Design Specification; and FPL5 Forest Products Labo
aValues shown do not contain adjustment factors for safety or resis
b
Values for tension parallel to grain are not available for large timbers.

JOURNAL OF BR
values are design values while the values of the Forest Pro
Laboratory(FPL) are based on an average of test results wit
adjustments(AFPA 1997; FPL 1999).

By comparing Tables 1 and 2, it is seen that under dead
only, the truss is overstressed by today’s design standards. T
is possible that the truss alone, without the arch, would not
been a sufficient design. However, the maximum deflection v
listed, equivalent toL /900, is acceptable considering a deflec
limit of L /300 for highway bridge stringers[AITC 1994]. Such
deflection comparisons are meant only to give a sense o
relative flexibility and in no way represent specific, applica
design criteria.

The local shear and moments of the truss elements unde
load are displayed in Fig. 6. The posts are the only mem
containing significant shear and moment since they receive
verse loading by the braces. The maximum shear stress, 80
(117 psi), occurring at the bottom of the end posts is in exces
allowable design values. The fact that the connection of thes
elements is accomplished by notching of the post makes
shear stress even more critical(although the notched section w
not accounted for in the determination of shear stress).

Since the joints of the end posts and the braces are

Quarter point
live load

Dead1 midspan
live load

Dead1 quarter poin
live load

2d 1,703s−247d
Post 6

−9,370s−1,359d
Post 6

−10,030s−1,455d
Post 6

683 (99)
Post 4

8,053(1,168)
Post 5

8,625(1,251)
Post 5

) 0.33 (0.13)
Panel point 4

2.95 (1.16)
Midspan

2.69 (1.06)
Midspan

effects of moment.

Fig. 6. Shear(top) and moment(bottom) of the truss due to dea
load

tressa FPL maximum strengthb

Tension,i fkPaspsidg Compression,i fkPaspsidg Shear,i fkPaspsidg

6,380(925) −37,300s−5,410d 7,310(1,060)
4,830(700) −33,100s−4,800d 6,210(900)

rallel to grain is the limiting strength even when loaded transve).
.

idspan
e load

8s−15
ost 6

6 (143)
ost 5

8 (0.19
idspan

de the

ig. 4).
able s

spsidg

)
)

gth pa
ratory

tance.
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stressed by the current design code for both axial and shear
the truss form without the arch reinforcement would not be
equate in the case of the Pine Grove Bridge by current stand

The rigid model of the truss(all connections fixed) was ana
lyzed under dead load and it was found that although se
stresses increase, the maximum stresses are lower than th
the flexible model. It is also noted that the midspan deflectio
30% larger in the pinned model than in the fixed.

Burr-Arch Truss: Arch-Only Model

With an understanding of the truss behavior, let us now con
the arch as a separate structural element. The arch is loade
the full dead load, of the entire bridge(including the truss) to
more easily compare it to the truss-only structure. The resu
analyzing the arch under the same loading conditions as the
are shown in Table 3. Under dead load, the arch has app
mately the same stiffness as the truss, but, as a funicular sha
dead load, it carries the load far more efficiently than the t
The maximum stress in the arch alone is less than half that o
truss alone. The result of applying a 22.2 kN(5 k) load at mid-
span, without dead load, reveals the weakness of an arc
concentrated loads. Stresses and deflection are over twice
the dead load alone, and also in excess of maximum d
stresses. An elastic buckling analysis revealed that in-plane
ling was not a problem. The combined effect of dead and mid
live load yields the maximum deflection, which is about 25
greater than the deflection of the truss under this loading.
the maximum stress is about 30% greater than the maxi
stress of the truss for this loading. This is telling of the weak
of an arch in carrying concentrated loads. Quarter point live l
ing of the arch induces large moments and large deforma
and for this reason tends to be the worst case of loading f
arch. The largest deflection under dead and quarter point live
is almost 4.5 times that of the truss system.

Burr-Arch Truss: Combined Model

The most intriguing aspect of the combined arch–truss behav
the deflection of the combined structure as compared to that
component parts. The truss alone deflected 2.4 cm(0.96 in.) under
dead load, and the arch 2.3 cm(0.91 in.); but the combined sy
tem deflects only 0.6 cm(0.25 in.). This equates to a stiffness
the combined arch truss which is nearly two times greater th
simple parallel combination of the arch and truss stiffness.
arch truss system is more than an addition of an arch to a tru
a truss to an arch, but a synergy of the two.

The axial force diagram of the arch truss under the three
ing conditions is shown in Fig. 7. Under dead load, the
members carry significantly greater forces than do the truss m
bers(the largest arch force is 350% greater than the largest

Table 3. Maximim Stresses and Deflections of the Arch

Parameter Dead load
Midspan
live load

Maximum CPfkPaspsidg −4,020s−583d −8,612s−1,249d
Location Midspan Midspan

Maximum deflectionfcmsin.dg 2.3 (0.91) 5.1 (2.01)
Location Midspan Midspan

Note: CP5compressive stress.
force). Compared with the individual arch and truss models, the

626 / JOURNAL OF BRIDGE ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER/DECEM
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maximum stress in the arch decreases by 33% while the
mum truss stress decreases by 77%. Further, the vertical fo
the supports is twice as large for the arch than for the truss
clear that the arch is structurally dominant under dead load.

Midspan live loading absent of dead load provides insight
the arch–truss interaction. In the arch-only case for this loa
the moment at midspan is 34,300 N m(25,300 lb ft), but de-
creases to 1,100 N m(830 lb ft) when combined with the trus
Thus, it seems the chords of the truss are dominant in car
global moment here.

The axial force diagram for midspan loading shown in Fi
reveals large forces at midspan in the topandbottom chords, no
seen in the dead load case. While it appears that the force
form a couple which resist the global moment, this is an i
equate explanation since dead load(which produces a great
global moment at midspan) does not elicit the large lower cho
force. The difference between uniform loading(dead load) and
midspan loading lies in the shear distribution. Under mids
loading, significant shear occurs at midspan which is carrie
the braces. The braces then induce tension in the lower c
This does not occur under dead load since the shear is the
ligible at midspan.

The bottom diagram of Fig. 7 displays the axial forces du
quarter point live load(plus and minus signs have been added
clarity). Of note here are the significant tensile forces which a
in the braces just to the right of the loading and decrease to
midspan. This presents a problem since the brace/post conn
is only designed for bearing in compression. It was found
when combining dead load with this quarter point live load,
brace of the left-of-center panel retains a small tensile forc
670 N (150 lb). In the actual structure, the brace simply butts

Quarter point
live load

Dead1 midspan
live load

Dead1 quarter
point live load

12,330s−1,788d −12,630s−1,832d −12,790s−1,855d
anel D, side of loading Midspan Panel D, side of lo

12.1 (4.76) 7.4 (2.92) 12.0 (4.73)
Panel point 4 Midspan Panel point 4

Fig. 7. Axial forces of the arch-truss due to three loading condit
−

P
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a notch in the post and has then been “toe nailed” with a siz
spike to hold it in place. The toe nail would probably not prov
a sufficient transmission of this tension over the life of the st
ture, so some movement of this brace over time would prob
be evident if tension did occur regularly. It has been sugge
(not without controversy) that bridges built with “substantial in
tial camber” tend not to have these loading reversal problem
the braces(Pierce 1999). The Pine Grove Bridge does have
small camber, not included in this model, which is addresse
the following section.

The maximum stresses and deflections of the arch truss
the prescribed loadings are provided in Table 4. Dead load
tion dominates since the dead load is about ten times the live
The combined dead and midspan live load case elicits the gr
deflection, a mere 0.8 cm(0.32 in.), or an impressively sma
L /3,300. The combined dead and quarter point live load
produces the greatest stresses of any case considered, occu
the left end of the arch at 3,370 kPa(489 psi). The axial force a
this location is 375% greater than the largest force in the t
again speaking for the arch’s structural dominance. This m
mum stress is well below current design values, suggesting
the members are sized in a conservative nature. Additionally
low stresses on the members suggest that serviceability
(deflections and vibrations) may have played a larger role in t
actual member sizing than strength. However, as stated prev
the connections were not investigated in detail, and clearly
some bearing on the preceding conclusion.

Fig. 8 displays the local shear and bending moment diag
of the arch–truss elements under dead load. The trend for the
is approximately the same with or without the arch. The lar
magnitudes of both shear and moment are found at the ends

Table 4. Maximum Stresses and Deflections of the Arch Tuss

Parameter Dead load
Mids
live

Arch maximum CPfkPaspsidg −2,700s−391d −470

Location Ends E

Truss maximum CPfkPaspsidg −1,880s−272d −400s
Location Post 4 Top

Maximum tensile stressfkPaspsidg 1,800(261) 820 (
Location Post 5 P

Maximum deflection[cm sin.d] 0.64 (0.25) 0.18 (
Location Midspan Mid

Note: CP5compressive stress.

Table 5. Minimum Axial Stresses due to Dead Load With and With

Stress Without camber

Upper chordfkPaspsidg −1,150s−167d
Lower chordfkPaspsidg −1,270s−184d
BracefkPaspsidg −979 s−142d
PostfkPaspsidg −1,880s−272d
Arch fkPaspsidg −2,700s−391d
Deflection[cm sin.d] 0.63 (0.25)
JOURNAL OF BR
t

atspan, where the global shear is greatest. The greatest shea
of the analyzed loadings is safely below allowable limits.

Analysis of the rigid model of the arch truss reveals that
behavior does not drastically change from the flexible mode
havior. Larger moments occur which increase some str
slightly, but overall stresses remain well below the maximum
lowable range. It is expected that the actual arch–truss beha
safely bounded between these two limiting conditions.

Considering Effects of Camber in the Burr-Arch Truss

In the Pine Grove Bridge, there is currently(Summer 2002) a 23
cm (9 in.) camber at midspan, although it was probably gre
when first constructed, before the effects of creep and joint
ening occurred. While the previous models neglected this ca

Quarter point
live load

Dead1 midspan
live load

Dead1 quarter
point live load

−680 s−98d −2,960s−429d −3,370s−489d
Ends Ends Left end

−460s−67d −2,100s−305d −2,720s−394d
Panel D brace Post 4 Post 4

841 (122) 2,040(296) 3,160(458)
Post 4 Post 5 Post 4

0.15 (0.06) 0.81 (0.32) 0.69 (0.27)
Post 4 Midspan Post 2

mber

With camber
Change

(%)

−1,100s−160d −4

−1,390s−202d 10

−965 s−140d −1

−1,830s−266d −2

−2,870s−416d 6

0.58 (0.23) −8

Fig. 8. Shear(top) and moment(bottom) of arch-truss due to de
load
pan
load

s−68d
nds

−58d
chord

119)
ost 2

0.07)
span
out Ca
IDGE ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2004 / 627
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and assumed perfectly horizontal chords, the effects of its
ence on stress distribution should be understood.(It is assume
that the camber itself generates no prestressing in the memb
i.e., the bridge is built in the cambered state.) An analysis of this
system under dead load resulted in comparable values to th
vious horizontal-chord model, as seen in Table 5. Note tha
deflection was measured from the original chord position of
model. With camber, stresses are generally decreased in the
members and increased in the arch. The primary exception t
is the lower chord of the truss which sees an increase in stre
the compressive segment, due to the lower chord beginning
as a shallow arch. The original camber has successfully cou
acted long-term deflections so that the bridge does not sag
the stresses of the truss members, aside from the compress
the lower chord, are reduced. However, the arch and lower c
undergo greater compressive forces due to the camber, th
creasing the greatest stress of the bridge(at the arch ends).

Regarding the 670 N(150 lb) tensile force of the Panel
brace, observed under dead and quarter point live load, the
ence of camber actuallyincreasedthis force to 2,670 N(600 lb).
It seems the toe-nailed spike or the connections of the b
themselves must withstand some tension. At one location o
bridge, the midspan intersection of the braces is patched b
addition of a metal cover plate over the brace to postconnec
The plate provides evidence that problems may have existed
these braces in the past.

From a serviceability standpoint, the camber is effective,
some tradeoff in strength must be made. If the first failure mo
in the crushing of the arch ends or strength of the abutment
arch support, then the camber is detrimental. Also, camber
have detrimental effects on brace compression connection
various loading conditions.

Considering Effects of the Steel Tie Retrofit

Another complication of Burr-arch trusses is found in the add
of steel ties between the arch and lower chord as seen in F
The steel ties provide a redundant load path in the event of fa
of the post/lower chord connection. Analysis of the Pine G
Bridge in an undamaged condition with these ties under dea
midspan live load revealed that the ties receive little force c
pared to the posts. Indeed, during fieldwork in the Summe
2002, it was observed that many of the ties were quite lo
However, considering the bridge with a single ruptured p
lower chord connection at Post 3(Fig. 10), shows that the ti
carries most of the post’s former load, and the forces of Pan
are largely redistributed. While the effect of the ties appears

Fig. 9. Photograph of steel ties in the Pine Grove Bridge
628 / JOURNAL OF BRIDGE ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER/DECEM
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s

ligible in an undamaged truss, it is beneficial for increasing
dundancy of the bridge for failure at the truss/lower chord
nection. To make a more conclusive judgment of the ties’ val
more thorough analysis of loading conditions and failure l
tions would be necessary.

Analysis of the Burr-arch truss concludes that while stre
and deflections for the arch and truss separately exceed allo
limits, in the combined(as-built) system of the Pine Grov
Bridge, both stresses and deflections are safely within allow
limits. Defining the relative structural contributions of the a
and truss is an ambiguous endeavor to be sure. Historically,
sagging trusses, or those covering longer spans, had an
added to them in order to reduce deflections. In a previous s
Kemp and Hall(1975) state that problems with long-term defl
tions “are largely eliminated with the addition of the arch wh
transmits its loads by compression in a very direct manner t
abutments.” This seems to support the idea of the arch as a
ening element. However, this study has shown that for rea
loading conditions, the arch carries overthree timesthe load o
the truss, attesting to its structural dominance. The arch
however, depend on the truss to counteract the large bendin
ments and shear forces due to concentrated live loads. Give
dead loads dominate for these structures, we conclude th
arch dominates structurally, while the truss reinforces the
against concentrated loads. This conclusion depends on a
arch, springing into solid abutments with good bearing, and
tive connection of the arch to the truss.

Town-Lattice Truss

The Town-lattice truss is shown in Fig. 11. The truss support
modeled as pinned at the left end and roller supported at the
end. The truss is modeled with fixed joints, since all connec
contain at least two wooden dowels, or trunnels. Although m
rotations are inevitable, modeling this behavior proved be
the scope of the study. Dead load of the Town-lattice tru
based on the measured lumber dimensions and a unit wei
561 kg/m3 s35 pcfd. These loads are placed at joints in a man
that approximates the actual loading distribution. Live loa

Fig. 10. Axial forces of damaged arch-truss with steel ties du
dead1midspan live load

Fig. 11. Centerline model and labeling system of the Town-la
truss
BER 2004
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was modeled to resemble the truck used in field tests. The
which the Vermont Agency of Transportation provided, was fo
to weigh 88.70 kN(19.94 k). This weight was used for the liv
load in our model, and spread over a distance which approxim
the length of the truck. Unfortunately, deflection data gathere
the field was unusable; see HAER documents for further de
(2003a).

In typical Town-lattice trusses, the chords are made up
least two symmetric members, and where one timber end
another begins there is no connection; rather, the ends are s
butted against one another. Since this cannot transmit ten
these butt joints are staggered so that the remaining contin
timbers, as well as the sister chord, may carry the load.
interesting detail is beyond the scope of our work, and the str
reported in the chords assume the full area may be consid
However, it should be understood that these stresses mig
increased if they occur near the termination points of chord
bers(Pierce 2001).

Shown in Fig. 12 are the axial force diagrams of the To
lattice truss under dead load, midspan live load, and end-spa
load (note that where symmetry allows, only half-spans
shown). To aid in interpreting these diagrams, refer to the s

Fig. 12. Axial forces of the lattice truss due to three loading co
tions

Fig. 13. Shear and moment diagrams of a simple beam under
span load
JOURNAL OF BR
.

and moment diagrams of a simple beam previously provide
uniform and midspan loadings in Fig. 5. Such diagrams fo
end-span loaded simple beam are provided in Fig. 13.

The simple beam analogy accounts for the general behav
the truss, as the global shear and moment demands are man
the lattice and chord member forces, respectively(note that the
braces and counterbraces are referred to collectively as the
or lattice members). The structural behavior of the truss can ea
be conceptualized: The chords bear a force couple resistin
global bending moment, and the lattice transmits forces bet
the chords in order to keep them from shearing or sliding pas
another. Likewise, we see in Fig. 12 that under uniform load
such as dead load, the top chords act in compression an
bottom chords act in tension, the braces are in compressio
counterbraces are in tension, and the end posts see only
compressive forces.

Our Town-lattice truss has both primary and secondary top
bottom chords(Fig. 11). The primary chords carry approximat
equivalent forces, as they form a force couple. The seconda
chord carries, at midspan, a force equal to 67% of the primar
chord. Since the secondary chords are exactly two-thirds(0.67) of
the distance from midheight to the primary chords, this sup
the beam analogy, which defines the stress at any point alon
cross section of a beam to be directly proportional to its dist
from the neutral axis(center) of the beam, as seen in Fig. 14. F
equally sized chords, the neutral axis is in the center, bu
chords of differing size the neutral axis location must be ca
lated. Due to the large weight of the decking, the beam analo
distorted in the secondary bottom chord, which carries 57% o
force of the primary lower chord as opposed to the expected

Of course, not all actions are congruent with the beam ana
There are stress concentrations near the supports as see
significantly in the lattice members and secondary bottom c
(Fig. 12). The stress of the lattice, here is generally about twic
large at this point than at any other lattice section. The la
stress in the secondary bottom chord also occurs here at th

Fig. 14. Stress distribution due to moment in truss cross se
assuming uniform beam behavior

Fig. 15. Moment of the lattice truss due to dead load
IDGE ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2004 / 629
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rather than at midspan. Another point of variation from the b
analogy occurs in the lattice and the secondary bottom c
immediately around points of live load application. Tensio
induced in the lattice, and compression is induced in the sec
ary bottom chord. This induced compression in the secon
bottom chord does not generally overcome the global beam
havior of the truss which puts both bottom chords in tension

Fig. 15 displays the local bending moments of the truss
ments under dead load. The maximum moment occurs nea
point of support in the primary bottom chord at a magnitud
19,000 N m(14,000 lb ft). Dead load arising from the floor bea
exacerbates the bending in the primary bottom chord. The
moment causes a significant contribution to the stress in the
ster beam at the support.

Table 6 contains the maximum stress values and maxi
deflections calculated under the three loading cases. The st
properties of the suspected wood species of the bridge are
vided in Table 7 for comparison. Dead load behavior domin
the combination of dead and live load, since the total dead lo
about seven times greater than the live load modeled. Fo
typical loading cases, the largest stresses occur in a counte
at the end of the truss. The critical case is the dead plus end
live loading, with maximums occurring in the lattice rather t

Table 6. Maximum Stresses and Deflections of Town-Lattice Truss

Parameter Dead load
M
l

Maximum compressive stressfkPaspsidg
Location

−9,163s−1,329d
Counterbrace end

−1,
Coun

Maximum tensile stressfkPaspsidg
Location

4,380(635)
Counterbrace, end

9
Bottom

Maximum deflection[cm sin.d]
Location

1.52 (0.60)
Middle

0.

Table 7. Maximum Strengths of Eastern Spruce

NDS maximum allowable stressa

Comp,i fkPaspsidg Shear,i fkPaspsidg Tension

5,340(775) 450 (65) 5,0

Note: NDS5National Design Specification; FPL5Forest OProducts Lab
to grain is the limiting strength even when loaded transversely).
aValues shown do not contain adjustment factors for safety or resis
bValues for tension parallel to grain are not available for large timbe

Fig. 16. Efficiency of chord-member sizing
630 / JOURNAL OF BRIDGE ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER/DECEM
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in the chords. For the selected member sizes, the critical me
in the Town-lattice truss are the lattice members immedi
above the first support. Maximum stresses in compression
tension are 136 and 29% greater, respectively, than allow
NDS stresses, but well below the FPL values listed. The la
deflection of the analyzed load cases was 1.93 cm(0.76 in.), or
L /1,600.

The only members under significant shear force are those
the support. The greatest shear stress for the given loading
curs in the bolster beam at 2,330 kPa(338 psi). This is in signifi-
cant excess of the allowable NDS limit of 450 kPa(65 psi). How-
ever, the NDS makes a specific exception in this case: “S
design at supports for built-up components… such as betwee
web and chord of a truss, shall be based on test or other
niques,” where compressive stress concentrations alter the
ber’s shear strength(AFPA 1997). Additional work would be re
quired to prove that these high stresses may not be of signi
concern.

Structural Efficiency of the Town-Lattice Truss

To further explore ideas of structural efficiency, we will cons
the chord sizing, the effects of the bolster beams, the value o

n
d

End-span
live load

Dead1 midspan
live load

Dead1 end-span
live load

195d
ce end

−2,340s−339d
Counterbrace end

−10,510s−1,524d
Counterbrace end

−12,600s−1,827d
Counterbrace, en

2)
, middle

1,500(217)
Counterbrace, end

5,080(737)
Counterbrace, end

6,430(933)
Counterbrace, en

6) 0.15 (0.06)
Middle

1.93 (0.76)
Middle

1.83 (0.72)
Middle

FPL average strengthb

aspsidg Comp,i fkPaspsidg Shear,i fkPaspsidg
5) 38,300(5560) 8,019(1163)

ry; andi5property strength parallel to the wood grain(shear strength paral

Values are an average of those for black, red, and white spruce.

Fig. 17. Photograph of typical bolster beam at Brown Bridge
idspa
ive loa
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secondary chords, and the uniform placement of the lattice m
bers. Details of the connections are in general not consid
here.

Chord Sizing
Consideration of the relative stress versus the relative sizin
the chord members can be instructional in understanding s
tural efficiency. The maximum relative stress has been foun
assuming all chord members to have the same cross-sec
area. Thus, effects of moment are included, and the greatest
each type of chord received out of all of the loading condit
was found. By plotting these values against the equivalently
portioned actual member sizes, we arrive at Fig. 16. The m
larger magnitude of loading in the primary bottom chord c
pared to the other chords is readily apparent. To have a
efficient size distribution, one would either increase the cr
sectional area of the primary bottom chord, or decrease the
of the other three chords accordingly.

Typically, chord forces follow the beam analogy, thus top
bottom chords should be of the same cross-sectional size.
ever, our more detailed analysis shows that the primary bo
chord sees significantly greater forces than the other chords
to stress concentrations at the supports. Interestingly,
designer—Nichols Powers—chose chord member sizes w
partially reflect this fact, as the cross-sectional area of the pri
bottom chord is larger than the other chords. This suggests
Powers had a deeper understanding of the behavior of the
truss than available from the simple beam analogy.

Bolster Beams
A notable feature of this and many other such wooden bridg
the bolster beams at the points of support, as shown in Fig

Table 8. Maximum Axial Stresses due to Dead1 Midspan Live Load

Element

With bolster

Location
Axial stre
fkPaspsi

Primary top chord M −3,590s−5

Secondary top chord M −2,520s−3

Secondary bottom chord M 2,010(29

* E 2,680 (38

Primary bottom chord M 3,530(51

* E −5,850s−8

Brace E −7,012s−1,

* E −5,920s−8

Counterbrace E −10,510s−1

* E 5,080 (73

Bolster beam −6250s−9

Note: Stresses due to the largest axial force are listed initially. Othe

Fig. 18. Centerline model of bolter beam
the middle region and end region of the truss, respectively.
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Although in the current state, the length of the bolster beam
tilever is quite different at each support, for our model a con
vative average was used at each support. The bolster be
modeled with a cantilever length of 114 cm(45 in.) and length o
support of 152 cm(60 in.). A detail of the centerline model of th
left support is shown in Fig. 18. It was found that only the in
most vertical support acts in compression, the outer two acti
tension. Since there is no tensile connection here, these su
were removed and this analysis has placed only a single su
at the innermost position.

By cantilevering from the abutment, a bolster beam help
diffuse the concentrated forces occurring near the support, na
the large shear forces. To understand their effect, the Town-l
truss was analyzed without the bolster beams, and key stres
ues are shown in Table 8. As expected, near the end, larg
creases in the demands occur. Without the bolster beams in
stresses increase markedly; in the worst individual case(the pri-
mary bottom chord), the increase is 53%. Further, the maxim
stress in the entire model(a brace near the support) sees an in
crease of 22% when the bolster is removed. The bolster b
then, play an important role in reducing the maximum stress
the structure, which occur near the support.

Secondary Chords
The secondary row of chords(Fig. 11) were added by Ithiel Tow
to his first patent after many of the originals, containing o
primary chords, were “prone to warp”(James 1982). Whether this

nd Without Bolster Beams

Without bolster

Change
(%)Location

Axial stress
fkPaspsidg

M −3,590s−521d 0

M −2,520s−365d 0

M 2,010 (291) 0

E 2940(427) 10

M 3,530 (512) 0

E −8,929s−1,295d 53

E −8,936s−1,296d 27

E −7,212s−1,046d 22

E −12,800s−1,857d 22

E 4,780(694) −6

ificant stresses are denoted by an asterisk. The notations “M” ander to

Fig. 19. Shear stress distribution in truss cross section assu
uniform ideal beam behavior
With a

ss
dg

21d
65d
1)
8)
2)
49d
017d
59d
,524d
7)
06d
r sign
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refers to significant in-plane deflections, out-of-plane bowing
both, is not known. Interestingly, Town introduced the additio
chord members in a secondary row, rather than simply ad
more material alongside the original primary chords. Ben
strength and rigidity would favor the addition of the second
chord at a maximum distance from the neutral axis, concu
with the primary chords. However, a location closer to the ne
axis, as selected by Town, favors increasing shear strengt
rigidity (Fig. 19) more directly than bending.

Consider a model of the truss where the secondary ch
have been moved to the outside, i.e., added to the primary ch
Loading this single-chord model with the same dead and mid
live load as the original truss configuration, the maximum de
tion is 1.63 cm(0.64 in.)—less than the original truss deflect
of 1.93 cm(0.76 in.). We also find that the maximum stresses
greater than those of the original truss by about 20%. The
tions of greatest stress are in the lattice members, adjacent
support. These members receive significant axial loads and
ing moments, as a result of the large global shear in this
Therefore, the as-built location of the secondary chord has a
tive effect in resisting the global shear of the truss, thus dec
ing maximum stresses, although some sacrifice in bending
ness is made.

There is another more practical side to this issue. If one
to double the size of the primary chords, this would seem
double the global moment capacity of the bridge. However, th
only true if the strength of the trunnels were adequate. To be
more trunnels would be needed. However, this presents a
lem, since the lattice members already have four holes at
lowest intersection. Moving the additional chord material u
the next lattice intersection seems the easiest solution. In this
the addition could be accomplished in the same manner a
primary bottom chord, using the same number of trunnels.

Table 9. Comparison of Maximum Stresses and Deflections due to

Element

Regular lattice

Location Axial str
fkPasps

Primary top chord M −3,590s−5

*

Secondary top chord M −2,520s−3

Secondary bottom chord M 2,010(29

* E 2,680 (38

Primary bottom chord M 3,530(51

* E −5,850s−8

Brace E −7,012s−1

Counterbrace E −10,510s−1

* E 5,080 (73

Deflection[cm (in)]. M 1.93 (0.7

Note: Stresses due to the largest axial force are listed initially. Othe

Fig. 20. Model of modified lattice truss
the middle region and end region of the truss, respectively.
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Lattice Members
Another question of structural efficiency arises in reference t
lattice members. In all loading cases which included dead
the largest stresses in the lattice members occurred at the
While constructional simplicity favors uniform spacing of th
members, it does not seem structurally efficient. To explore
point further, consider a hypothetical alternative design wher
generally lower global shear demand at midspan is reflected
structure by omitting every other lattice member near the m
region of the bridge(Fig. 20). The idea of the alternate des
would be to achieve a decrease in dead load, presumably w
a significant reduction in strength. An axial force diagram of
system under its approximated dead load and an identical
span live load as previous analyses are shown in Fig. 21. L
forces begin to appear in the middle lattice members, but the
still no greater than those at the ends.

Table 9 provides a comparison of the stress demands o
modified and original trusses. In the top chords, the mod
system has larger stresses, and in others, most important
maximum stresses in the lattice, the modified system has sl
smaller stresses. The deflection is 3% greater in the mo
system. This modified lattice has favorable results: The maxi
stresses of the system are decreased while the deflection i
slightly increased. Further, less timber is used, and fewer
consuming trunnel connections are required. Of course,
would have to further examine this modified system with var
load cases and removal of different lattice members to ga
better understanding of its value. However, the system is a

idspan Live Load for Original and Modified Lattice-Trusses

Modified lattice

Change
(%)

Location Axial stress
fkPaspsidg

M −3,770s−547d 5

M −4,110s−596d 14

M −2,600s−377d 3

M 2,120 (307) 5

E 2,630(382) −2

M 3,490 (506) −1

E −5,770s−837d −1

E −6,902s−1,001d −2

E −10,360s−1,502d −1

E 5,000(725) −2

M 1.98 (0.78) 3

ificant stresses are denoted by an asterisk. The notations “M” ander to

Fig. 21. Axial force diagram of modified lattice due to de
1midspan live load
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teresting hypothetical modification reflecting ideas of struc
efficiency and highlighting some of the issues brought
through our analysis.

Conclusion

As part of a National Park Service program through the HA
two 19th century covered wooden bridges, a Burr-arch truss
Town-lattice truss, were documented and recorded in the Su
of 2002. Structural analyses of these two bridges were perfo
to provide insight into the specific bridges studied and the ov
structural significance and efficiency of these two bridge fo
The Burr-arch truss of the Pine Grove Bridge is well desig
even by today’s standards. Predicted maximum stresses ar
below current design standards, and predicted deflec
sL /3,300d are quite low. The structural behavior of the Burr-ar
truss system is rich and complex. The stiffness of the syste
significantly greater than the sum of its arch and truss com
nents. Although it is traditionally thought that the arch was ad
to the truss as reinforcement, the arch actually carries maxi
forces over 350% greater than the maximum forces of the t
making its structural dominance clear. However, the arch’s ad
tages are only made possible by the truss, for, without the
the arch would undergo such large deformations under live
ing as to render it useless. The arch provides a direct rou
carry loads to the abutments, and the truss provides the mo
capacity of its chords for withstanding concentrated forces. In
tigations of camber and the addition of steel ties indicate
while these are generally considered to be beneficial elem
analyses of the systems indicate varied effects, which requir
ther study.

In the Town-lattice truss of the Brown Bridge, we find a str
tural system that acts much like a simple beam. However, si
cant stress concentrations occur, especially near the support
culated maximum deflections of the bridge are a mereL /1,600 for
the loading cases considered. Considering the chord sizes
cates that the designer understood the stress concentratio
lead to greater demands in the primary bottom chord than
primary top chord. It was also found that the addition of
secondary chords is more favorable than adding the same a
of additional material to the primary chords, from the standp
of stress demands and ease of construction. An investigati

the omission of selected lattice members from the middle region
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t

-
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t

of the span was used to demonstrate further aspects of stru
efficiency relevant to the Town-lattice truss.

The Burr-arch truss and Town-lattice truss are two exampl
efficient 19th century covered wooden bridge forms. Still in
today, the Pine Grove Bridge and Brown Bridge, respecti
demonstrate their successful application. Through study of
bridge forms, even simple studies such as those presented
we may better understand the behavior of early American wo
bridges and how they were designed. It is hoped that such in
may aid those wishing to better understand these bridges’ hi
significance, and those who provide historic preservation to
national legacies.
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